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A likelihood-based approach to density modi®cation is
developed that can be applied to a wide variety of cases
where some information about the electron density at various
points in the unit cell is available. The key to the approach
consists of developing likelihood functions that represent the
probability that a particular value of electron density is
consistent with prior expectations for the electron density at
that point in the unit cell. These likelihood functions are then
combined with likelihood functions based on experimental
observations and with others containing any prior knowledge
about structure factors to form a combined likelihood function
for each structure factor. A simple and general approach to
maximizing the combined likelihood function is developed. It
is found that this likelihood-based approach yields greater
phase improvement in model and real test cases than either
conventional solvent ¯attening and histogram matching or a
recent reciprocal-space solvent-¯attening procedure [Terwil-
liger (1999), Acta Cryst. D55, 1863±1871].
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1. Introduction
The phase information obtained from experimental
measurements on macromolecules using either multiple
isomorphous replacement or multiwavelength anomalous
diffraction is often insuf®cient by itself for constructing a
electron-density map useful for model building and inter-
pretation. Many density-modi®cation methods have been
developed in recent years for improving the quality of
electron-density maps by incorporation of prior knowledge
about the features expected in these maps when they are
obtained at high or moderate resolution (2±4 A Ê ). Among the
most powerful of these methods are solvent ¯attening, non-
crystallographic symmetry averaging, histogram matching,
phase extension, molecular replacement, entropy maximiza-
tion and iterative model building (Abrahams, 1997; Bricogne,
1984, 1988; Cowtan & Main, 1993, 1996; Giacovazzo & Siliqi,
1997; Goldstein & Zhang, 1998; Gu et al., 1997; Lunin, 1993;
Perrakis et al., 1997; Podjarny et al., 1987; Prince et al., 1988;
Refaat et al., 1996; Roberts & Bru Ènger, 1995; Rossmann &
Arnold, 1993; Vellieux et al., 1995; Wilson & Agard, 1993;
Xiang et al., 1993; Zhang & Main, 1990; Zhang, 1993; Zhang et
al., 1997). The fundamental basis of density-modi®cation
methods is that there are many possible sets of structure-
factor amplitudes and phases that are all reasonably probable
based on the limited experimental data, and those structure
factors that lead to maps that are most consistent with both the
experimental data and the prior knowledge are the most likely
overall. In these methods, the choice of prior information that
is to be used and the procedure for combining prior infor-research papers
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mation about electron density with experimentally derived
phase information are crucial parts.
Until recently, density modi®cation, the combination of
knowledge about expected features of an electron-density
map with experimental phase information, has generally been
carried out in a two-step procedure that is iterated until
convergence. In the ®rst step, an electron-density map
obtained experimentally is modi®ed in real space in order to
make it consistent with expectations. This can consist of ¯at-
tening solvent regions, averaging non-crystallographic
symmetry-related regions or histogram matching, for example.
In the second step, phases are calculated from the modi®ed
map and are combined with the experimental phases to form a
new phase set.
The disadvantage of this real-space modi®cation approach
is that it is not at all clear how to weight the observed phases
with those obtained from the modi®ed map. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that the modi®ed map contains some of the
same information as the original map and some new infor-
mation. This dif®culty has been recognized for a long time and
a number of approaches have been designed to improve the
relative weighting from these two sources, recently including
the use of maximum-entropy methods and the use of
weighting optimized using cross-validation (Xiang et al., 1993;
Roberts & Bru Ènger, 1995; Cowtan & Main, 1996) and `solvent
¯ipping' (Abrahams, 1997).
2. Density modification by reciprocal-space-based
likelihood optimization
We have recently developed a very different approach to
combinining experimental phase information with prior
knowledge about expected electron-density distributions in
maps. Our approach is based on maximization of a combined
likelihood function (Terwilliger, 1999). The fundamental idea
is to express our knowledge about the probability of a set of
structure factors {Fh} in terms of two quantities: (i) the like-
lihood of having measured the observed set of structure
factors fFOBS
h g if this structure-factor set were correct and (ii)
the likelihood that the map resulting from this structure-factor
set {Fh} is consistent with our prior knowledge about this and
other macromolecular structures.
When set up in this way, the overlap of information that
occurred in the real-space modi®cation methods is not present
because the experimental and prior information are kept
separate. Consequently, proper weighting of experimental and
prior information only requires estimates of probability
functions for each source of information.
The likelihood-based density-modi®cation approach has a
second very important advantage. This is that the derivatives
of the likelihood functions with respect to individual structure
factors can be readily calculated in reciprocal space by FFT-
based methods. As a consequence, density modi®cation simply
becomes an optimization of a combined likelihood function by
adjustment of structure factors. This makes density modi®ca-
tion a remarkably simple but powerful approach, only
requiring that suitable likelihood functions be constructed for
each aspect of prior knowledge that is to be incorporated. We
previously showed that such an approach could be applied to
solvent ¯attening and that the resulting algorithm was greatly
improved over methods depending on real-space modi®cation
and phase recombination (Terwilliger, 1999).
Here, we extend the idea of likelihood-based density
modi®cation to include prior information on the electron-
density distribution from a wide variety of potential sources
and demonstrate it on both the electron density in the solvent
region and the region occupied by a macromolecule. First, we
describe the mathematics of likelihood-based density modi®-
cation in a practical formulation that is modi®ed somewhat
from the one we used for reciprocal-space solvent ¯attening
(Terwilliger, 1999). We then show how a likelihood function
for a map that includes information on both the solvent- and
macromolecule-containing regions can be constructed and
used.
3. Likelihood-based density modification
The basic idea of our likelihood-based density-modi®cation
procedure is that there are two key kinds of information about
the structure factors for a crystal of a macromolecule. The ®rst
is the experimental phase and amplitude information. This can
be thought of in terms of a likelihood (or log-likelihood)
function LL
OBS(Fh) for each structure factor Fh, where the
probability distribution for the structure factor p
OBS(Fh)i s
given by
p
OBSFhexpfLL
OBSFhg: 1
For re¯ections with accurately measured amplitudes, the chief
uncertainty in Fh will be in the phase, while for unmeasured or
poorly measured re¯ections it will be in both phase and
amplitude.
The second kind of information about structure factors in
this formulation is the likelihood of the map resulting from
them. For example, for most macromolecular crystals a set of
structure factors {Fh} that leads to a map with a ¯at region
corresponding to solvent is more likely to be correct than one
that leads to a map with uniform variation everywhere. This
map-likelihood function describes the probability that the
map obtained from a set of structure factors is compatible with
our expectations,
p
MAPFhexpfLL
MAPFhg: 2
We then combine our two principal sources of information
along with any prior knowledge of the structure factors to
yield the likelihood of a particular set of structure factors,
LLfFhg  LL
ofFhg  LL
OBSfFhg  LL
MAPfFhg; 3
where LL
o({Fh}) includes any structure-factor information
that is known in advance, such as the distribution of intensities
of structure factors (Wilson, 1949).3.1. Approximating the likelihood function to simplify the
procedure
In order to maximize the overall likelihood function in (3)
we are going to need to know how the map-likelihood function
changes in response to changes in structure factors. In the case
of the map-likelihood function LL
MAP({Fh}) this can be
thought of as two separate relationships, the response of the
likelihood function to changes in electron density and the
changes in electron density as a function of changes in struc-
ture factors. In principle, the likelihood of a particular map is a
complicated function of the electron density over the entire
map. Furthermore, the value of any structure factor affects the
electron density everywhere in the map. To simplify the
mathematics, we explicitly use a low-order approximation to
the likelihood function for a map instead of attempting to
evaluate the function precisely. As Fourier transformation is a
linear process, each re¯ection contributes independently to
the electron density at a given point in the cell. Although the
log-likelihood of the electron density might have any form, we
expect that for suf®ciently small changes in structure factors, a
®rst-order approximation to the log-likelihood function would
apply and each re¯ection would also contribute relatively
independently to changes in the log-likelihood function.
Consequently, we construct a local approximation to the
map-likelihood function, neglecting correlations among
different points in the map and between re¯ections, expecting
that it might describe reasonably accurately how the like-
lihood function would vary in response to small changes in
structure factors.
By neglecting correlations among different points in the
map, we can write the log-likelihood for the whole electron-
density map as the sum of the log-likelihoods of the densities
at each point in the map, normalized to the volume of the unit
cell and the number of re¯ections used to construct it
(Terwilliger, 1999),
LL
MAPfFhg ' NREF=V
R
V
LLx;fFhgd
3x: 4
Additionally, by treating each re¯ection as independently
contributing to the likelihood function, we can write a local
approximation to the log-likelihood of the density at each
point. This approximation is given by the sum over all
re¯ections of ®rst few terms of a Taylor's series expansion
around the value obtained with the starting structure factors
fFo
hg used in a cycle of density modi®cation, LLx;fFo
hg,
LLx;fFhg ' LLx;fF
o
hg

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5
where Fh;k and Fh;? are the differences between Fh and Fo
h
along the directions of Fo
h and iFo
h, respectively.
Combining (4) and (5), we can write an expression for the
map log-likelihood function,
LL
MAPfFhg ' LL
MAPx;fF
o
hg
 NREF=V
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3.2. FFT-based calculation of the reciprocal-space derivatives
of log-likelihood of electron density LL[q(x, {Fh})]
The integrals in (6) can be rewritten in a form that is
suitable for evaluation by an FFT-based approach. Consid-
ering the ®rst integral in (6), we use the chain rule to write that
@
@Fh;k
LLx;fFhg 
@
@x
LLx;fFhg
@
@Fh;k
x 7
and note that the derivative of (x) with respect to Fh;k for a
particular index h is given by
@
@Fh;k
x
2
V
Reexpi'hexpÿ2ih  x: 8
Now we can rearrange and rewrite the ®rst integral in (6) in
the form
Z
V
@
@Fh;k
LLx;fFhgd
3x 
2
V
Reexpi'ha

h; 9
where the complex number ah is a term in the Fourier trans-
form of f@=@xg LL[(x,{ Fh})],
ah 
Z
V
@
@x
LLx;fFhgexp2ih  xd
3x: 10
In space groups other than P1, only a unique set of structure
factors need to be speci®ed to calculate an electron-density
map. Taking space-group symmetry into account, (9) can be
generalized (Terwilliger, 1999) to read
Z
V
@
@Fh;k
LLx;fFhgd
3x 
2
V
P
h0
Reexpi'h0a
h0; 11
where the indices h0 are all indices equivalent to h owing to
space-group symmetry.
A similar procedure can be used to rewrite the second
integral in (6), yielding the expression
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Z
V
@2
@F2
h;k
LLx;fFhgd
3x 
2
V2
P
h0;k0
Reexpÿi'h0expi'k0bh0ÿk0
 expÿi'h0expÿi'k0bh0k0; 12
where the indices h0 and k0 are each all indices equivalent
to h owing to space-group symmetry and where the coef®-
cients bh are again terms in a Fourier transform, this time of
the second derivative of the log-likelihood of the electron
density,
bh 
Z
V
@2
@x
2 LLx;fFhgexp2ih  xd
3x: 13
The third and fourth integrals in (6) can be rewritten in a
similar way, yielding the expressions
Z
V
@
@Fh;?
LLx;fFhgd
3x 
2
V
P
h0
Reiexpi'h0a
h0 14
and
Z
V
@2
@F2
h;k
LLx;fFhgd
3x 
2
V2
P
h0;k0
Reexpÿi'h0expi'k0bh0ÿk0
ÿ expÿi'h0expÿi'k0bh0k0: 15
The signi®cance of (4) through (15) is that we now
have a simple expression (6) describing how the map-
likelihood function LL
MAP({Fh}) varies when small changes
are made in the structure factors. Evaluating this expression
only requires that we be able to calculate the ®rst and second
derivatives of log-likelihood of the electron density with
respect to electron density at each point in the map and carry
out an FFT. Furthermore, maximization of the (local) overall
likelihood function (3) becomes straightforward, as every
re¯ection is treated independently. It consists simply of
adjusting each structure factor to maximize its contribution to
the approximation to the likelihood function through (3) to
(15).
In practice, instead of directly maximizing the overall
likelihood function, we use it here to estimate the prob-
ability distribution for each structure factor (Terwilliger,
1999) and then integrate this probability distribution over
the phase (or phase and amplitude) of the re¯ection to
obtain a weighted mean estimate of the structure factor.
Using (3) to (15), the probability distribution for an indi-
vidual structure factor can be written as
lnpFh'LL
oFhLL
OBSFh
 2NREF=V
2Fh;k
P
h0
Reexpi'h0a
h0
 2NREF=V
3F
2
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i'k0bh0ÿk0
 expÿi'h0expÿi'k0bh0k0
 2NREF=V
2Fh;?
P
h0
Reiexpi'h0a
h0
 2NREF=V
3F
2
h;?
P
h0;k0
Reexpÿi'h0expi'k0bh0ÿk0
ÿ expÿi'h0expÿi'k0bh0k0; 16
where, as above, the indices h0 and k0 are each all indices
equivalent to h owing to space-group symmetry and the
coef®cients ah and bh are given in (10) and (13). Also as
before, Fh;k and Fh;? are the differences between Fh and
Fo
h along the directions of Fo
h and iFo
h, respectively. All the
quantities in (16) can be readily calculated once a likelihood
function for the electron density and its derivatives are
obtained.
4. Likelihood function for an electron-density map with
errors
A key step in likelihood-based density modi®cation is the
decision as to the likelihood function for values of the electron
density at a particular location in the map. For the present
purpose, an expression for the log-likelihood of the electron
density LL[(x,{ Fh})] at a particular location x in a map is
needed that depends on whether the point x is within the
solvent region or the protein region. In general, this function
might depend on whether the point satis®es any of a wide
variety of conditions, such as being at a certain location in a
known fragment of structure or being at a certain distance
from some other feature of the map. We discussed previously
(Terwilliger, 1999) how one might incorporate information on
the environment of x by writing the log-likelihood function as
the log of the sum of conditional probabilities dependent on
the environment of x,
LLx;fFhg  lnfpxjPROTpPROTx
 pxjSOLVpSOLVxg; 17
where pPROT(x) is the probability that x is in the protein region
and p[(x)|PROT] is the conditional probability for (x) given
that x is in the protein region, and pSOLV(x) and p[(x)|SOLV]
are the corresponding quantities for the solvent region. The
probability that x is in the protein or solvent regions is esti-
mated by a modi®cation of the methods of Wang (1985) and
Leslie (1987) as described previously (Terwilliger, 1999). If
there were more than just solvent and protein regions that
identi®ed the environment of each point, then (17) could be
modi®ed to include those as well.
In developing (13) to (15), the derivatives of the like-
lihood function for electron density were intended to
represent how the likelihood function changed when small
changes in one structure factor were made. Surprisingly, the
likelihood function that is most appropriate for our presentpurposes in this case is not a globally correct one. Instead, it
is a likelihood function that represents how the overall
likelihood function varies in response to small changes in
one structure factor, keeping all others constant. To see the
difference, consider the electron density in the solvent
region of a macromolecular crystal. In an idealized situation
with all possible re¯ections included, the electron density
might be exactly equal to a constant in this region. The goal
in using (16) is to obtain the relative probabilites for each
possible value of a particular unknown structure factor Fh.I f
all other structure factors were exact, then the globally correct
likelihood function for the electron density (zero unless the
solvent region is perfectly ¯at) would correctly identify the
correct value of the unknown structure factor. Now suppose
we had imperfect phase information. The solvent region would
have a signi®cant amount of noise and its value would no
longer be a constant. If we use the globally correct likelihood
function for the electron density, we would assign a zero
probability to any value of the structure factor that did not
lead to an absolutely ¯at solvent region. This is clearly
unreasonable, because all the other (incorrect) structure
factors are contributing noise that exists regardless of the
value of this structure factor.
This situation is very similar to the one encountered in
structure re®nement of macromolecular structures where
there is a substantial de®ciency in the model. The errors in
all the other structure factors in the present discussion
correspond to the de®ciency in the macromolecular model
in the re®nement case. The appropriate variance to use as a
weighting factor in re®nement includes the estimated model
error as well as the error in measurement (e.g. Terwilliger &
Berendzen, 1996; Pannu & Read, 1996). Similarly, the
appropriate likelihood function for electron density for use in
the present method is one in which the overall uncertainty in
the electron density arising from all re¯ections other than the
one being considered is included in the variance.
A likelihood function of this kind for the electron density
can be developed using a model in which the electron
density arising from all re¯ections but one is treated as a
random variable (Terwilliger & Berendzen, 1996; Pannu &
Read, 1996). Suppose that the true value of the electron
density at x was known and was given by T. Then consider
that we have estimates of all the structure factors, but that
substantial errors exist in each one. The expected value of the
estimate of this electron density obtained from current esti-
mates of all the structure factors (OBS) will be given by hOBSi
= T and the expected value of the variance by h(OBS ÿ
T)
2i = 2
MAP. The factor  represents the expectation that
the calculated value of  will be smaller than the true value.
This is for two reasons. One is that such a estimate may be
calculated using ®gure-of-merit weighted estimates of struc-
ture factors, which will be smaller than the correct ones. The
other is that phase error in the structure factors systematically
leads to a bias towards a smaller component of the structure
factor along the direction of the true structure factor. This is
the same effect that leads to the D correction factor in
maximum-likelihood re®nement (Pannu & Read, 1996).
A probability function for the electron density at this point
that is appropriate for assessing the probabilities of values of
the structure factor for one re¯ection can now be written as
pexp ÿ
 ÿ T
2
22
MAP

: 18
In a slightly more complicated case, where the value of T is
not known exactly but rather has an uncertainty T, (18)
becomes
pexp ÿ
 ÿ T
2
222
T  2
MAP

: 19
Finally, in the case where only a probability distribution p(T)
for T is known, (18) becomes
p
Z
T
pTexp ÿ
 ÿ T
2
22
MAP

dT: 20
4.1. Likelihood function for solvent- and macromolecule-
containing regions of a map
Using (19) and (20), we are now in a position to use a
histogram-based approach (Goldstein & Zhang, 1998; Lunin,
1993; Zhang & Main, 1990) to develop likelihood functions for
the solvent region of a map and for the macromolecule-
containing region of a map. The approach is simple. The
probability distribution for true electron density in the solvent
or macromolecule regions of a crystal structure is obtained
from an analysis of model structures and represented as a sum
of Gaussian functions of the form
pT
X
k
wk exp ÿ
T ÿ ck
2
22
k

: 21
If the values of  and MAP were known for an experimental
map with unknown errors but identi®ed solvent and protein
regions, then using (19) we could write the probability distri-
bution for electron density in the each region of the map as
pT
X
k
wk exp ÿ
T ÿ ck
2
222
k  2
MAP

; 22
with the appropriate values of  and MAP. In practice, the
values of  and MAP are estimated by a least-squares ®tting of
the probability distribution given in (22) to the one found in
the experimental map. This procedure has the advantage that
the scale of the experimental map does not have to be accu-
rately determined. Then (22) is used with the re®ned values of
 and MAP as the probability function for electron density in
the corresponding region (solvent or macromolecule) of the
map.
5. Evaluation of maximum-likelihood density
modification with model and real data
To evaluate the utility of maximum-likelihood density modi-
®cation as described here, we carried out tests using the same
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model and experimental data that we previously analyzed
using reciprocal-space solvent ¯attening and by real-space
solvent ¯attening (Terwilliger, 1999). The ®rst test case
consisted of a set of phases constructed from a model with 32±
68% of the volume of the unit cell taken up by protein. The
initial effective ®gure of merit of the phases overall
[hcos(')i] was about 0.40. In our previous tests, we showed
that both real-space and reciprocal-space solvent ¯attening
improved the quality of phasing considerably. In the current
tests, the real-space density modi®cation included both solvent
¯attening and histogram matching to be as comparable as
possible to the maximum-likelihood density modi®cation we
have developed.
Table 1 shows the the quality of phases obtained after each
method for density modi®cation was applied to this model
case. In all cases, maximum-likelihood density modi®cation of
this map resulted in phases with an effective ®gure of merit
[hcos(')i] higher than any of the other methods. When the
fraction of solvent in the model unit cell was 50%, for
example, maximum-likelihood density modi®cation yielded an
effective ®gure of merit of 0.83, while real-space solvent ¯at-
tening and histogram matching resulted in an effective ®gure
of merit of 0.62 and reciprocal-space solvent ¯attening gave an
effective ®gure of merit of 0.67.
The utility of maximum-likelihood density modi®cation was
also compared with real-space density modi®cation and with
reciprocal-space solvent ¯attening using experimental multi-
wavelength (MAD) data on initiation factor 5A (IF-5A)
recently determined in our laboratory (Peat et al., 1998).
IF-5A crystallizes in space group I4, with unit-cell parameters
a = 114, b= 114, c=3 3A Ê , one molecule in the asymmetric unit
and a solvent content of about 60%. The structure was solved
using MAD phasing based on three Se atoms in the asym-
metric unit at a resolution of 2.2 A Ê . For purposes of testing
density-modi®cation methods, only one of the three selenium
sites was used in phasing here, resulting in a starting map with
a correlation coef®cient to the map calculated using the ®nal
re®ned structure of 0.37. The resulting electron-density map
was improved by real-space density modi®cation using solvent
¯attening and histogram matching with dm (Cowtan & Main,
1996), by real-space density modi®cation using solvent ¯ipping
(Abrahams, 1997) and after maximum-likelihood density
modi®cation. The `experimental' map, the dm-modi®ed map
and the maximum-likelihood map are shown in Fig. 1. As
anticipated, the real-space modi®ed map obtained with dm is
improved over the starting map; it has a correlation coef®cient
of 0.65. Density modi®cation including solvent ¯ipping yielded
a similar improvement, with a correlation coef®cient of 0.61 to
the model map. The maximimum-likelihood modi®ed map was
much more substantially improved, with a correlation coef®-
cient to the map based on a re®ned model of 0.79.
6. Discussion
We have shown here that a maximum-likelihood approach can
be used to carry out density modi®cation on macromolecular
crystal structures and that this approach is much more
powerful than either conventional density modi®cation based
on solvent ¯attening and histogram matching or our recent
reciprocal-space solvent-¯attening procedure (Terwilliger,
Figure 1
Sections of electron density obtained before and after density modi®ca-
tion of phases obtained for IF-5A (Peat et al., 1998) phased using one Se
atom in the asymmetric unit. Density modi®cation was carried out by
real-space solvent ¯attening and histogram matching or by maximum-
likelihood solvent ¯attening. Values for real-space density modi®cation
were carried out using the program dm (Cowtan & Main, 1996), version
1.8, using solvent ¯attening with histogram matching. Starting phases
were calculated with SOLVE (Terwilliger & Berendzen, 1999). The
correlation coef®cient between the map calculated based on the re®ned
model of IF-5A and the starting map was 0.37, for the real-space modifed
map it was 0.65 and for the maximum-likelihood map it was 0.79.1999). The reason the approach works so well is that the
relative weighting of experimental phase information and of
expected electron-density distributions is taken care of auto-
matically by keeping the two sources of information clearly
delineated and by de®ning suitable probability distributions
for each.
The maximum-likelihood approach to improvement of
crystallographic phases has been developed extensively by
Bricogne and others (e.g. Bricogne, 1984, 1988; Lunin, 1993).
The importance of the present work and of our recent work on
reciprocal-space solvent ¯attening (Terwilliger, 1999) is that
we have developed a simple, effective and general way to carry
it out.
Although we have demonstrated here only two sources of
expected electron-density distributions (probability distribu-
tions for solvent regions and for protein-containing regions),
the methods developed here can be applied directly to a wide
variety of sources of information. For example, any source of
information about the expected electron density at a parti-
cular point in the unit cell that can be written in a form such as
the one in (22) can be used in our procedure to describe the
likelihood that a particular value of electron density is
consistent with expectations.
Sources of expected electron-density information that are
especially suitable for application to our method include non-
crystallographic symmetry and the knowledge of the location
of fragments of structure in the unit cell. In the case of non-
crystallographic symmetry, the probability distribution for
electron density at one point in the unit cell can be written
using (22) with a value of T equal to the weighted mean at all
non-crystallographically equivalent points in the cell. The
value of Tcould be calculated based on their variance and the
value of MAP. In the case of knowledge of locations of frag-
ments in the unit cell, this knowledge can be used to calculate
estimates of the electron-density distribution for each point in
the neighborhood of the fragment. These electron-density
distributions can then in turn be used just as described above
to estimate T and T in this region. An iterative process, in
which fragment locations are identi®ed by cross-correlation or
related searches (density modi®cation) is applied and addi-
tional searches are carried out to further generate a model for
the electron density, could even be developed, in an extension
of the iterative chain-tracing methods described by Wilson &
Agard (1993). Such a process could potentially even be used to
construct a complete probabilistic model of a macromolecular
structure using structure-factor estimates obtained from
molecular replacement with fragments of macromolecular
structures as a starting point. In all these cases, the electron-
density information could be included in much the same way
as the probability distributions we used here for the solvent
and protein regions of maps. In each case, the key is an esti-
mate of the probability distribution for electron density at a
point in the map that contains some information that restricts
the likely values of electron density at that point. The proce-
dure could be further extended by having probability distri-
butions describing the likelihood that a particular point in the
unit cell is within protein, within solvent, within a particular
location in a fragment of protein structure, within a non-
crystallographically related region and so on. These prob-
ability distributions could be overlapping or non-overlapping.
Then for each category of points, the probability distribution
for electron density within that category could be formulated
as in (22) and our current methods applied.
The procedure described here differs from the reciprocal-
space solvent-¯attening procedure described previously
(Terwilliger, 1999) in two important ways. One is that the
expected electron-density distribution in the non-solvent
region is included in the calculations and a formalism for
incorporating information about the electron-density map
from a wide variety of sources is developed. The second is that
the probability distribution for the electron density is calcu-
lated using (22) for both solvent and non-solvent regions and
values of the scaling parameter  and the map uncertainty
MAP are estimated by a ®tting of model and observed
electron-density distributions. This ®tting process makes the
whole procedure very robust with respect to scaling of the
experimental data, which otherwise would have to be very
accurate in order that the model electron-density distributions
be applicable.
Software for carrying out maximum-likelihood density
modi®cation (`Resolve') and complete documentation is
available on the WWW at http://resolve.lanl.gov.
The author would like to thank Joel Berendzen for helpful
discussions and the NIH and the US Department of Energy
for generous support.
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Table 1
Correlation of density-modi®ed phases with true phases [hcos(')i] for
model data in a unit cell containing 32±68% solvent.
Data and analysis using reciprocal-space solvent ¯attening are from
Terwilliger (1999). Phases with simulated errors for 6906 data from 1 to
3.0 A Ê were constructed using a model consisting of coordinates from a
dehalogenase enzyme from Rhodococcus species ATCC 55388 (American
Type Culture Collection, 1992) determined recently in our laboratory
(Newman et al., 1999; PDB entry 1bn7), except that some of the atoms were
not included in order to vary the fraction of solvent in the unit cell. The cell
was in space group P21212, with unit-cell parameters a = 94, b = 80, c =4 3A Ê
and one molecule in the asymmetric unit. Phases with simulated errors were
generated by adding phase errors as described in Terwilliger (1999) to yield an
average value of the cosine of the phase error (i.e. the true ®gure of merit of
the phasing) of hcos(')i = 0.42 for acentric and 0.39 for centric re¯ections.
The model data with simulated errors was then density modi®ed by the
maximum-likelihood method described here, by reciprocal-space solvent
¯attening (Terwilliger, 1999) and by a real-space method as implemented in
the program dm (Cowtan & Main, 1996), version 1.8, using solvent ¯attening
and histogram matching.
Fraction
protein (%) Starting
Real-space
solvent
¯attening
Reciprocal-
space solvent
¯attening
Maximum-
likelihood
solvent
¯attening
32 0.41 0.64 0.85 0.87
42 0.40 0.62 0.67 0.83
50 0.41 0.54 0.56 0.77
68 0.42 0.48 0.41 0.53research papers
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